Predictive laboratory diagnostics in oncology utilizing blood-borne cancer cells--current best practice and unmet needs.
The aim of laboratory diagnostics in oncology is to improve the clinical outcome of cancer by allowing earlier detection. Molecular knowledge of cancer should increase the number of risk and prognostic factors and will allow development of methods for detection and elimination of even very small tumors. Thus, the race for the specific tumor antigen in peripheral blood and the race for the blood-borne cancer cell happened simultaneously. The direct detection of the cells which have the highest probability to harbor all the properties mandatory to be life-threatening, conceivably metastatic, would be the most promising way to find the target structure of malignancy. Methods applying enrichment techniques based on density, morphology, tissue specific protein and tumor-associated protein detection enabled multi-parametric analysis of those blood-borne cancer cells. In exemplary studies it was demonstrated that the count of cell clusters positive for the tissue-specific proteins cytokeratin and prostate-specific antigen (PSA) from the peripheral blood of prostate cancer patients and a combination of a tissue-specific protein, a oncogenic receptor protein cytokeratin and p185(c-erbB-2) from the peripheral blood of breast cancer patients is related to the stage of the diseases. Breast cancer patients who presented with cytokeratin/p185(c-erbB-2) positive cell clusters showed a decrease of those cells under adriamycin adjuvant therapy. Nevertheless, additional molecular markers are required to characterize the functional properties of blood-borne cancer cells. Therefore, the genome of the cells can be investigated using a procedure for indirectly detecting aberrations of defined gene locations, i.e. multiplex microsatellite polymerase chain reaction. Up to now, the methods applied to the separation of blood-borne cancer cells are time-consuming and rather expensive. They consist of an initial enrichment step of density gradient centrifugation or buffy coat preparation followed by a specific isolation step using superparamagnetic microbeads coupled to antibodies, filter techniques or multi-parametric flow cytometry. Novel technologies have to be applied using miniaturization, integration and parallel-processing techniques based on those used in the computer industry to overcome the drawbacks.